Naive Bayes classifiers provide an efficient and scalable approach to supervised classification problems. When some entries in the training set are missing, methods exist to learn these classifiers under some assumptions about the pattern of missing data. Unfortunately, reliable information about the pattern of missing data may be not readily available and recent experimental results show that the enforcement of an incorrect assumption about the pattern of missing data produces a dramatic decrease in accuracy of the classifier. This paper introduces a Robust Bayes Classifier (RBC) able to handle incomplete databases with no assumption about the pattern of missing data. In order to avoid assumptions, the RBC bounds all the possible probability estimates within intervals using a specialized estimation method. These intervals are then used to classify new cases by computing intervals on the posterior probability distributions over the classes given a new case and by ranking the intervals according to some criteria. We provide two scoring methods to rank intervals and a decision theoretic approach to trade off the risk of an erroneous classification and the choice of not classifying unequivocally a case. This decision theoretic approach can also be used to assess the opportunity of adopting assumptions about the pattern of missing data. The proposed approach is evaluated on twenty publicly available databases.
Introduction
Supervised classification is the task of assigning a class label to unclassified cases described as a set of attribute values. This task is typically performed by first training a classifier on a set of classified cases and then using it to label unclassified cases. The supervisory component of this classifier resides in the training signal, which provides the classifier with a way to assess a dependency measure between attributes and classes. Naive Bayes classifiers (NBCs) [4, 11] have been among the first supervised classification methods and, during the past few years, they have enjoyed a renewed interest and consideration [6] . The training step for a NBC consists of estimating the conditional probability distributions of each attribute given the class from a training data set. Once trained, the NBC classifies a case by computing the posterior probability distribution over the classes via Bayes' Theorem and assigning the case to the class with the highest posterior probability. NBCs assumes that the attributes are conditionally independent given the class and this assumption renders very efficient both training and classification. Unfortunately, when the training set is incomplete, that is, some attribute values or the class itself are reported as unknown, both efficiency and accuracy of the classifier can be lost. Simple solutions to handle missing data are either to ignore the cases including unknown entries or to ascribe these entries to an ad hoc dummy state of the respective variables [15] . Both these solutions are known to introduce potentially dangerous biases in the estimates, see [9] for a discussion. In order to overcome this problem, Friedman et al. [6] suggest the use of the EM algorithm [3] , gradient descent [20] or, we add, Gibbs sampling [7] . All these methods rely on the assumption that data are Missing at Random (MAR) [13] , that is, the database is left with enough information to infer the missing entries from the recorded ones. Unfortunately, there is no way to verify that data are actually MAR in a particular database and, when this assumption is violated, these estimation methods suffer of a dramatic decrease in accuracy with the consequence of jeopardizing the performance of the resulting classifier [21] .
This paper introduces a new type of NBC, called Robust Bayes Classifier (RBC), which does not rely on any assumption about the missing data mechanism. The RBC is based on the Robust Bayes Estimator (RBE) [18] , an estimator that returns intervals containing all the estimates that could be induced from all the possible completions of an incomplete database. The intuition behind the RBE is that, even with no information about the missing data mechanism, an incomplete data set can still constrain the set of estimates that can be induced from all its possible completions. However, in this situation, the estimator can only bound the posterior probability of the classes. The first contribution of this paper is to provide a specialized closed-form, interval-based estimation procedure for NBCs, which takes full advantage of their conditional independence assumptions. Once trained, these classifiers are used to classify unlabeled cases. Unfortunately, Bayes' Theorem cannot be straightforwardly extended from standard point-valued probabilities to interval-valued probabilities. Nonetheless, the conditional independence assumptions underlying the NBC allows for a closed-form solution for the classification task, too. The second contribution of this paper is a new propagation algorithm to compute posterior probability intervals containing all the class posterior probabilities that could be obtained from the exact computation of all possible completions of the training set. These intervals are then ranked according to a score and a new case is assigned to the class associated with the highest ranked interval. We provide two scoring methods: the first, based on the strong dominance criterion [10] , assigns a case to the class whose minimum posterior probability is higher than the maximum posterior probability for all other classes. This criterion preserves the robustness of the classifier but may leave some cases unclassified and hence we provide a weaker criterion to improve the coverage. We also introduce a general decision-theoretic framework to select the most appropriate criterion by trading off accuracy and coverage. As a by-product, this decision-theoretic approach provides a principled way to asses the viability of the MAR assumption for a given training set. We also show that, when the database is complete, the RBC estimates reduce to the standard Bayesian estimates and therefore the RBC subsumes the standard NBC as a special case. This approach is evaluated on twenty publicly available databases.
Naive Bayes classifiers
An NBC is better understood if we regard the m attributes and the set of q mutually exclusive and exhaustive classes as discrete stochastic variables. In this way, we can depict a NBC as a Bayesian network [6] -a directed acyclic graph where nodes represent stochastic variables and arcs represent dependency relationships between variablesas shown in Fig. 1 . In this network, the root node represents the set C of mutually exclusive and exhaustive classes and each attribute is a child node A i . Each value c j of the variable C is a class and each attribute A i bears a set of s i values A i = a k . As shorthand, we will denote C = c j by c j and A i = a k by a ik . The graphical structure of the Bayesian network representing the NBC encodes the assumption that each attribute A i is conditionally independent of the other attributes given the class. The classifier, therefore, is defined by the marginal probability distribution {p(c j )} of the variable C and by a set of conditional probability distributions {p(a ik = c j )} of each attribute A i given each class c j . A consequence of the independence assumption is that all these distributions can be estimated from a training set D, independently from each other, as follows.
Let n(a ik , c j ) be the frequency of cases in the training set D in which the attribute A i appears with value a ik and the class is c j and let n(c j ) be the frequency of cases in the training set with class c j . When the training set D is complete, the Bayesian estimates of p(a ik | c j ) and p(c j ) are
and p(c j ) = α j + n(c j )
respectively. The quantities α ij k and α j can be regarded as frequencies of pair a ik , c j and of the class c j , respectively, in an imaginary sample, representing the prior information about the distributions of the attributes and the classes. The size α of this imaginary sample is called global prior precision. Further details are in [17] . Once the classifier has been trained, we can use it for the classification of new cases. If we represent a case as a set of attribute values e = {a 1k , . . . , a mk }, Bayes' theorem yields the posterior probability of a class c j given e as
and the case is assigned to the class with the highest posterior probability. From the computational point of view, the training of the classifier reduces to summarizing the whole database D into m contingency tables T i of dimension (q × s i ), each cell (j, k) of the table T i collecting the frequency of the pair (a ik , c j ). In this way (i) the estimation of the q probability distributions of each attribute A i conditional on the classes c 1 , . . . , c q can be done locally using the frequencies n(a ik , c j ) in the table T i , as the frequencies n(a hk , c j ) in all other tables T h are irrelevant; (ii) the estimation of each probability distribution of the attribute A i conditional on the class c j can be done independently of the other classes, by using the frequencies n(a ik , c j ) in the row j , and (iii) the estimation of the marginal distribution of the classes can be done in any one of the tables T i , by using its row totals n(c j ). In other words, the estimation procedure can be performed table by table and, within each table, row by row. These properties were termed global and local parameter independence by [22] and they are the source of the computational efficiency of the training process.
When some entries in the training set D are missing, both accuracy and efficiency of the NBC are under threat. The reasons for this situation become clear if we regard the incomplete database as the result of a deletion process occurred on a complete (yet unknown) database. The received view on missing data [13] is based on the characterization of the deletion process. According to this approach, data are Missing Completely at Random (MCAR), if the probability that an entry is missing is independent of both observed and unobserved values. They are Missing at Random (MAR), if this probability is at most a function of the observed values in the database. In all other cases, data are Informatively Missing. Under the assumption that data are either MAR or MCAR, the values of the unknown entries can be estimated from the observed ones and the deletion process is called ignorable. This property guarantees that the available data are sufficient to train the classifier but, unfortunately, it does not enjoy any longer the properties of global and local parameter independence. Indeed, unknown entries induce three types of incomplete cases: (i) cases in which the attribute A i is observed and the class is missing; (ii) cases in which the class c j is observed and the value of the attribute A i is missing; (iii) cases in which both the value of the attribute A i and the class are missing. We denote the frequency of these cases by n(a ik , ?), n(?, c j ) and n(?, ?), respectively. Suppose now we had some estimation method able to compute the estimates in Eq. (1) by assigning a proportion of the frequencies n(a ik , ?), n(?, c j ) and n(?, ?) to the cell (j, k) in each contingency table T i . As the reconstructed marginal frequency of each class needs to be equal in all tables, the estimation cannot be done locally any longer, and the properties of local and global parameter independence are lost. One exception arises when the class is observed in all cases. The proof appears in [22] . When also some classes are missing, we can use one of the approximate methods mentioned in the Introduction to compute the estimates in Eq. (1). However, these methods require the deletion process to be ignorable. When data are informatively missing, the available entries are no longer sufficient to train the classifier. Furthermore, there is no way, yet, to check whether the deletion process responsible for the missing data is actually ignorable. These are the motivations behind the introduction of the Robust Bayesian Estimator (RBE) [18] and its application, in this paper, to the development of a robust version of the NBC.
Robust estimation
Recall that a NBC is trained by estimating the conditional probability distributions {p(a ik | c j )} and {p(c j )} from an database D. This section describes how to perform this task when the database D is incomplete. We need the following definitions.
Definition 1 (Consistency).
Let D be an incomplete data set and let p(x) be a probability that we wish to estimate from D.
(
A consistent probability interval is tight when it is the smallest consistent probability
The difference between a consistent and a tight consistent probability interval is that, in the former, the interval extreme points are lower and upper bounds for the set of consistent estimates, while in the latter, the extreme points are reached in some consistent completion of the database. The rest of this section is devoted to the construction of tight, consistent probability intervals for the quantities p(a ik | c j ) and p(c j ) defining an NBC. In order to estimate the conditional probability p(a ik | c j ) from an incomplete training set D, the RBE collects the frequencies n(a ik , ?), n(?, c j ) and n(?, ?) of incomplete cases into the virtual frequencies n(a ik , c j ) and n(a ik , c j ). These frequencies are then used to compute the extreme points of the tight consistent probability interval for p(a ik | c j ). The quantity n(a ik , c j ) is the maximum number of incomplete cases (A i , C) that can be completed as (a ik , c j ) and it is given by
On the other hand, the virtual frequency n(a ik , c j ) is the maximum number of incomplete cases (A i , C) that can be ascribed to c j without increasing the frequency n(a ik , c j ) and it is
The virtual frequencies are used to compute the values p(a ik | c j ) and p(a ik | c j ) that are, respectively, the minimum and the maximum estimate of p(a ik | c j ) that can be found in the consistent completions of D and they are
It has been shown [18] that the interval
] is tight and consistent. We now consider the estimation of p(c j ) and note that the virtual frequencies n(c j ) and n(c j ) are both equal to the number n(?) of cases in D in which the class is not observed. We obtain tight consistent probability intervals for p(c j ) by setting:
When the training set is complete, Eqs. (5) and (6) reduce to Eq. (1). Each set given by the maximum probability for the class c j and the minimum probabilities of the other classes,
so that the probability intervals [p(c j ), p(c j )] are reachable, as defined by [2] . 
Robust classification
Once trained, the classifier can be used to label unclassified cases. Given a new case, an NBC performs this task in two steps: first it computes the posterior probability of each class given the attribute values, and then it assigns the case to the class with the highest posterior probability. In this section, we first show how to compute posterior probability intervals of each class and then how to rank these intervals to classify new cases.
Posterior probability intervals
Let e = {a 1k , . . . , a mk } be attribute values of a case e that we wish to classify. With point-valued probabilities, the expression of the posterior probability of a class c j , given e, is given in Eq. (2). The next Theorem identifies non-trivial consistent probability intervals for the classes. The result generalizes the solution provided by [18] for Boolean classes. We then show that, when the training set D reports always the class, these consistent intervals are also tight.
Theorem 2. Let D be an incomplete data set. Then, the probability interval
where the set {f g , g = j } contains the q − 1 quantities 
where y j = p(c j ) and
. For fixed y j , the function f (x j , y j ) is concave, increasing in x j and decreasing in x h for h = j . From standard convex analysis [19] , it follows that, if the variables x j are constrained to vary in a hyper-rectangle, maxima and minima of the function are obtained in the extreme points of the constrained region. In particular, the function f (x j , y j ) is maximized by maximizing x j and by minimizing h =j x h , and it is minimized by minimizing x j and by maximizing h =j x h . This argument grounds the intuition of the proof: we will find maxima and minima of the function f (x j , y j ) in a hyper-rectangle containing the region of definition of the variables x j , for y j fixed, and these maxima and minima induce upper and lower bounds for the function f (x j , y j ). We then maximize and minimize these bounds with respect to y j . The first step is to find this hyper-rectangle.
If | c j ) ], then the variables x j would vary independently in the Cartesian product C of the intervals c h ) yields the maximum of the function f (x j , y j ) in the hyper-rectangle C, for y j fixed. However, as noted in Section 3, the probabilities p(a ik | c j ) cannot vary independently so that the function f (x j , y j ) is defined in a subset of C and the quantity
is only an upper bound. Now we maximize the function f 1 (y j ) with respect to y j , subject to the constraint j y j = 1 that is imposed by the fact that the probability intervals 
is a lower bound for f (y j , x j ). We minimize the function f 2 (y j ) with respect to y j , and the minimum is given by setting y j = p(c j ) and by maximizing the function
The function f 3 is linear in the probabilities p(c h ) and hence its maximum is found by evaluating it in the extreme points of the constrained region, from which lower bound in Eq. (9) follows. 2
When the training set is complete, the RBE intervals reduce to the point estimates given in Section 2, and the quantities in Eqs. (8) and (9) become identical to the posterior probability in Eq. (2). The interval [p inf (c j | e), p sup (c j | e)] is consistent, as it contains all posterior probabilities p(c j | e) that we would obtain by applying Bayes' Theorem to all consistent estimates p(a ik | c j ) and p(c j ). The proof of Theorem 2 uses the constraints imposed by the class probability intervals [p(c j ), p(c j )] and mixes maximum and minimum probabilities coherently. However, the probabilities p(a ik | c j ), for varying j , are minimized and maximized independently and, in general, this may produce loose bounds. Still, when the class is observed in all cases, we can prove the tightness of these bounds. (11) and by (12) are tight and consistent.
Theorem 3. If the class c j is reported for every case e, the probability intervals defined by
p(c j | e) = p(c j ) m i=1 p(a ik | c j ) p(c j ) m i=1 p(a ik | c j ) + l =j p(c l ) m i=1 p(a ik | c l )p(c j | e) = p(c j ) m i=1 p(a ik | c j ) p(c j ) m i=1 p(a ik | c j ) + h =j p(c h ) m i=1 p(a ik | c h )
Proof. If the class is always observed, we have that p(c j ) = p(c j ) = p(c j )
and, as noted in Section 3, the probabilities p(a ik | c j ) can vary independently as j varies, so that the upper and lower bounds in Eqs. (8) and (9) are the maximum and minimum values of the function in Eq. (10) . Note further that Eqs. (8) and (9) reduce to Eqs. (11) and (12). 2
Ranking intervals
The previous section has shown how to compute consistent posterior probability intervals for the classes given a set e of attribute values. We can now use these intervals to assign a case to a class, by associating each interval to a score and using the following classification rule.
Definition 2 (Interval-based classification rule)
. Let e be a set of attribute values and let s(c j | e) be scores associated with the probability intervals [p inf (c j | e), p sup (c j | e)]. Each case with attribute values e is assigned to the class associated with the largest score.
The interval-based classification rule is based on the intuition that the score s(c j | e) associated with the probability intervals [p inf (c j | e), p sup (c j | e)] is a "meaningful" summary of the global information contained in the probability intervals. However, this is not the unique requirement. Since the standard NBC classifies cases on the basis of the posterior probabilities of the classes given the attribute values, we require that the set of scores associated with the probability intervals [p inf (c j | e), p sup (c j | e)] defines a probability distribution, and hence 
The interval-based classification rule induced by the strong dominance score classifies a new case as c j if and only if the probability p inf (c j | e) is larger than the probability p sup (c h | e), for any h = j . Strong dominance is a safe criterion since it returns the classification that we would obtain from all consistent completions of the training set D. However, when the probability intervals are overlapping, the strong dominance score is not defined and we face a situation of undecidability. Moreover, the strong dominance score is too conservative because the condition p inf (c j | e) > p sup (c h | e), for all h = j , is sufficient to yield the classification we would obtain, the complete training set being known, but it is not necessary. In order to increase the coverage of the classifier, we can weaken this criterion by making the minimal assumption that all missing data mechanisms are equally possible, thus making all values within the intervals [p inf (c j | e), p sup (c j | e)] equally likely. In this way, we summarize the interval into an average point by defining the score
where k is chosen so that the scores {s u (c j | e)} satisfy the properties of Eq. (13) . Hence,
. [12] . Note that the Hurwicz's Optimism-Pessimism criterion-the usual solution for these circumstances [14, 16] -does not guarantee this property. As the score s u (c j | e) always leads to a decision, we term it a complete-admissible score.
Definition 4 (Complete-admissible score)
. Given a set of q consistent posterior probability intervals [p inf (c j | e), p sup (c j | e)], we define the quantity
It is worth noting that the classification based on the complete-admissible score subsumes the one based on the strong dominance score because if p inf (c j | e) > p sup (c h | e), for all h = j , then s u (c j | e) > s u (c h | e) for all h = j . When the condition to apply the strong dominance score does not hold, the complete-admissible score lets us classify the cases left unclassified by the strong dominance score. This strategy may result in an increased classification coverage at the price of a lower accuracy.
Which score?
Both the strong dominance and the complete-admissible score provide a sensible basis for robust classification. Strong dominance is safe at the price of leaving cases unclassified while the complete-admissible score increases the classification coverage by loosing robustness. The choice of an interval-scoring method depends on the features of the problem at hand and, in this section, we provide a principled way to choose the best interval-based classification strategy.
A classification system is typically evaluated on the basis of its classification accuracy θ and its coverage γ . The former is the probability of correctly classifying a case while the latter is the probability of classifying one case. Let θ d and γ d be respectively the accuracy and the coverage of an RBC with the strong dominance score (RBC d ). The accuracy θ d is independent of the missing data mechanism. Similarly, let θ u be the accuracy of the RBC with the complete-admissible score, say RBC u . The accuracy θ u of the RBC u is given by two components. The first component is the probability of correctly classifying one case when we can use the strong dominance score and, hence, it is weighted by the coverage γ d . The second component is the probability of correctly classifying one case when we cannot use the strong dominance score and, therefore, it is weighted by 1 − γ d . Thus,
where θ ul is the classification accuracy of the RBC u on the cases left unclassified by the RBC d and we term it residual accuracy. Residual accuracy provides a measure of the gain/loss of classification accuracy achieved by the RBC u when one relaxes the strong dominance criterion to increase coverage. The decomposition in Eq. (14) provides a first basis to choose the scoring method. For example, a simple rule could be to adopt the complete-admissible score if θ ul is greater than 1/q, so that the cases left unclassified by the strong dominance score are classified by the complete-admissible score better than at random. The intuition behind this rule is that accuracy is more valuable than coverage and, hence, we would not prefer a method that classifies randomly just because it always classifies a case. The rationale is that we expect the consequence of a wrong classification to be worse than the inability to classify one case. This argument can be used formally to choose between the strong dominance or the complete-admissible score by introducing mis-classification costs and costs incurred for the inability to classify one case. Suppose that the cost incurred for not being able to classify a case with attribute values e is a quantity C i , while the cost for a wrong classification is C w . Since the former event occurs with probability 1 − γ d and the latter occurs with probability (1 − θ d )γ d , the expected cost incurred on using the RBC d is
if correct classification yields no cost. On the other hand, the expected cost incurred by an RBC u achieving 100% coverage with accuracy θ u is
In order to minimize the cost, RBC d is to be preferred to RBC u when C(RBC d ) C (RBC u 
and it yields the decision rule given in the next theorem. 
where θ ul is the accuracy of the RBC u on the cases left unclassified by the RBC d .
For example, if C i = C w , the best decision is to choose the RBC d whenever θ ul 0. Compared to the simpler rule described above, the decision now takes into account the trade-off between accuracy and coverage. In practical applications, the quantities θ d , θ u and γ d can be estimated from the available data using cross validation, as shown in the next section. Suppose now the quantity θ a is the accuracy of any other NBC a trained on an incomplete data set under some assumption about the missing data mechanism. For example, θ a could be the accuracy of an NBC trained on an incomplete data set under the assumption that data are MAR. We can use the same decision rule to help one decide whether the RBC with the strong dominance or the complete-admissible score yields minimum expected costs. As a by-product, the decision rule can be interpreted as an evaluation of the consequences of enforcing the MAR assumption. The comparison between the accuracy measures θ a and θ u is cost-independent, as we compare C(RBC u ) = C w (1 − θ u ) and C(NBC a ) = C w (1 − θ a ) and the minimum expected cost is achieved by the system having the highest accuracy. If we now compare the expected costs of the RBC d and the NBC a , and apply the decision rule in Theorem 4, we have that the NBC a is to be preferred to the RBC d whenever θ ul (1 − C i /C w ) and the quantity
is the cost incurred in enforcing the assumption about the missing data mechanism. This solution can be easily extended to cases in which misclassification costs vary with the classes.
Evaluation
This section reports the results of an experimental evaluation of the RBC on twenty incomplete data sets. The aim of the evaluation is to compare the performance of the RBC with that of two NBCs, using the most common solutions to handle missing data [6, 15] : remove the missing entries (NBC m ) and assign the missing entries to a dummy state (NBC * ). Since all data sets always report the classes for every case, by Theorem 1 NBC m is a faithful implementation of the MAR assumption. NBC * , on the other hand, assumes some knowledge on the missing data mechanism since the missing data are treated as a category "other", not reported in the observed data.
Materials and methods
The experimental evaluation was conducted on the twenty databases reported in Table 1 Continuous attributes were discretized by dividing the observed range into four bins with the same proportion of entries.
Following current practice [8] , we compared the accuracy of classifiers by running, on each data set D, 5 replicates of a 5-fold cross validation experiment. On each database, we ran four tests: one training the NBC on a database with the missing entries removed (NBC m ), one assigning the missing entries to a dummy state (NBC * ), one using the strong dominance score (RBC d ) and one using the complete-admissible score (RBC u ). In all cases, we computed the estimates using a uniformly distributed global prior precision α = 1. For each test, we report two values: accuracy-estimated as the average number of cases that were correctly classified in the test sets-and coverage-given by the ratio between the number of cases classified and the total number of cases in the data set. The 95% confidence limits are based on a Normal approximation of a proportion estimator [8] . Table 1 reports the results. The accuracy of RBC d is overall the highest, with a gain ranging from 0.02% (Breast Cancer), in which there are only 6 missing entries in a data set of 699 cases, to 16.77% (Horse Colic), in which data are heavily missing. Except for Audiology, Breast Cancer, and Lung Cancer, the accuracy gain of RBC d is statistically significant in all cases, as shown by the non overlapping confidence intervals. This gain of accuracy is counter-balanced by a loss of coverage that can be as small as 6.51% in Horse Colic. The complete-admissible score increases the coverage to 100% at the price of reducing the accuracy, so that in Audiology, Breast Cancer, and Credit it is out-performed by the standard NBC. However, the difference in accuracy is within the sampling variability, as the associated confidence limits are roughly the same, and probably data are MAR in these data sets. On the other hand, the accuracy gain of RBC u over NBC m and NBC * is significant in all the other data sets, and reaches 10.19% in the Annealing data set, thus confirming the potential danger of wrongfully enforcing the MAR assumption.
Results and discussion
As noted in Section 4.3, the strong dominance score partitions the data into two parts. One part comprises the cases on which there is no classification ambiguity and the accuracy is only model-dependent. The remaining part comprises those cases that cannot be classified without some assumption about the missing data mechanism. Using the notation of Section 4.3, the accuracy on these cases of the other systems achieving 100% coverage is given by the quantity Table 2 Residual accuracy of NBC m , NBC * and RBC u . The sixth column reports the maximum value on the cost ratio C i /C w that makes RBC d the classification system with minimum expected cost. If the cost ratio C i /C w is superior to this value, then the system corresponding to the bold-faced accuracy is the best choice. performs very poorly on the cases left unclassified by the strong dominance score, while the enforcement of the MAR assumption allows the standard NBC to exploit the information provided by the available data and reaches an accuracy of 77.49%. This data set has, however, only 6 cases with missing entries. In the Credit data set, NBC m , NBC * and RBC u achieve an accuracy lower than 50% so that, if the the mis-classification cost is lower than 1.45C i , a random assignment of the cases left unclassified by RBC d is preferable. In Audiology, RBC d is the minimum expected cost system if C w 2.25C i . When the condition on the cost ratio is not satisfied, that NBC m is the classification system to adopt. In the data set L.Cancer, the accuracy θ al is null for all systems, and hence the choice of RBC d is never under discussion. This is also confirmed by the fact that the maximum value on the cost ratio C i /C w , which makes RBC d the system with minimum expected cost, is 1.005. Hence, RBC d is the best whenever C w 0.995C i . As this data set is of medical nature, one can hardly imagine a situation in which not making an automatic analysis is less costly than making the wrong one. In the remaining data sets, RBC u is always the second best choice, if the cost ratio C i /C w is superior to the value reported in the last column of the table. In the data set Annealing, for example, if the cost for not classifying a case is smaller than 25 times-given by 1/0.0404-the cost for a wrong classification, RBC u is the best choice and achieves an accuracy 0.9596 on the cases left unclassified by RBC d . This is a gain of about 20% compared to NBC m . Again this result confirms that the MAR assumption on this data set has a negative effect on the accuracy. A similar result is shown in the Mushroom data set, in which either assigning the missing entries to a dummy value or enforcing the MAR assumption yields essentially a random classification of the cases left unclassified by RBC d , while the use of the complete-admissible score rises the residual accuracy to 68.68%. The Sick data set reports a similar result, while the accuracy of RBC u is only slightly superior to the NBC * in the data sets Automobile, Cylinder, Hepatitis, and Horse Colic, and is none in the Vote data set. These results suggest that the RBC based on the strong dominance criterion delivers the highest accuracy, at risk of a decreased coverage. The use of the complete-admissible score improves coverage by decreasing accuracy, and it appears to achieve better results than standard solutions, except when the proportion of missing data is small. However, there does not seem to be a consistently superior classifier and the solution to adopt needs to take into account features of the data at hand. Nonetheless, our decision theoretic approach provides a principled way to choose the most appropriate solution.
Conclusions
This paper introduced the RBC: a generalization of the standard NBC which is robust with respect to the missing data mechanism. The RBC performs the training step from an incomplete data set resulting in a classification system quantified by tight consistent probability intervals. Then, the RBC classifies new cases by reasoning with probability intervals. We provided an interval propagation algorithm to identify bounds on the set of the classes posterior probabilities that can be computed from all possible completions of the data, and two scoring methods for interval-based classification. The choice of the scoring methods that best suits the problem at hand is based on a decision-theoretic rule that takes into account costs of mis-classification and cost incurred for not being able to classify a case, and can be extended to make a cost-analysis of the implications of the MAR assumption on the classification accuracy. The experimental evaluations showed the gain of accuracy that can be achieved by the RBC compared to standard solutions. However, the results also showed that there is no uniformly better classification strategy when the data are incomplete, and we expect that the principled way to choose the solution that best suits the problem at hand will become common practice in real applications.
Although the robust solution that we presented in this paper is limited to the NBC, it is straightforward to extend it to tree-structured classification systems in which attributes are binary and the classification problem is to choose between two classes. This can be done by training the classifier with the RBE and by computing bounds on the posterior probability of the classes using the 2U algorithm of [5] . The classification can be done by choosing one of the interval-based classification rules that we presented here, in the same principled way. The extension to more general classification models is the real challenge and essentially requires the development of interval propagation algorithms that returns not too loose bounds on the class posterior probability. The methods described in this paper have been implemented in the computer program 1 distributed, to date, in over 2000 copies.
